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About This Game

Meet Hanzo. He’s a ninja. While he was training ‘out there’ the Pirate Monkey Zombies™ - stupid, ugly, smelly, rotten and
disgusting creatures - kidnapped his family. Take control of his awesome blade and aid him in the quest to free them.

You need just a mouse to play. LMB + draw a line to jump, dash, dodge, and slash. RMB to summon powerful Ninjutsu
Techniques - super-efficient against the 'rottents'.

FEATURES:
• Unique mouse only controls

• Story Mode
• Challenges Mode

• Endless Arcade: Survival and Gatekeeper Modes
• Upgradeable Ninjutsu Techniques

Cut, slice, snip, sever, chop, shear and trim hordes of Pirate Monkey Zombies™.

And wear a helmet - you got only one brain!
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Title: Draw Slasher
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Mass Creation
Publisher:
Mass Creation
Release Date: 13 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1, 8, 10

Processor: Intel i3 2100+ or AMD FX-4100+

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB VRAM, nVidia GT 720+ or AMD HD 5450+ or Intel HD Graphics 5000+

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 600 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible

Additional Notes: Good mouse :)

English
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DO NOT BUY THIS GAME
I AM YOUR WARNING. Deactivate DOF and "Ambient Obscurance", and the game will only occasionally run slow.

Monument is a old-school fps in the vein of Quake that contains quite a lot of verticality - there even is a kind of double-
jump\/climb mechanic in there to further facilitate this. Navigation around the sprawiling, mazelike levels is it's very own skill
mechanic, and it's yellow-brownish temple ruins contain a lot of secret areas, reachable by the more complicated movement
mechanics.

If you like simple, oldschooled FPS with quite some platforming in it, Monument is a real treat.

Of course it's weapons' kinaesthetic leave a lot to be desired, and you shouldn't expect gunplay that's anywhere near Doom or
Quake. At least they sound decent.

All in all - for a good 90s flashback it's most definitively worth it's asking price.. Pros
Looks decent

Cons
No menu
No idea what the controls are
Controls are weird
AI too good. not good graphice. Fantastic port.
Fantastic game.
Buy it now.. fun mahjong solitaire with sexy girls as a bonus. I have to say, I've never really like this kind of game, but
something about Ember Strike I like.

To be honest, I think it's because it reminds me alot of MtG. I wont spoil much of it for you, but you gather alot of creatures,
form a team, and progress through different areas, eliminating the monsters in said areas. There might be more to it, but thats as
far as I got before the game asked me to write a review.

Overall, I say it's free and fun. Why not get it?. Nice little fun casual game.. I like this, simple and good :D. Watch This! is a
rather good horror game of a reality TV show where you are the main star. You are taken into a maze (the game contains two
mazes) where you need to find your way out, but your path is blocked with obstacles, traps and monsters. Your struggle for
survival is aired on live TV and amongst audience is your family, who apparently plays a vital role in your survival. The maze
contains tokens that you can collect and earn money. That money can be then used to buy some prizes to your family members -
thus improving the likelyhood of them accepting your survival if you'd happen to make it out of the maze alive. The maze also
gives you an opportunity to make your task easier or more difficult by choosing two from several random cards that give you
different abilities.

And that's about it. This is the game as far as I understand. The concept, gameplay, visuals, everything is insane - in a good way.
The game has succeeded in creating an distressing atmosphere, and that is somewhat a rare property in horror games.
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Picked this up on a whim and spent the night playing it with a buddy. It's been a long time since I've had this much fun playing a
coop game. Game is funny, interesting, unique and oozes charm. Animations are beautiful, and the music is awesome. It looks
great and the combat all feels good (even if you think it's going to be hopeless at the beginning of a run). The playable
characters are cool, with some definitely Avatar last air bender inspired aesthetics and movesets. Not the most challenging (only
4 hours in so maybe it gets harder), but after all the fighting, laughing, ability gaining and story unfolding I can say that this
game made me feel like we were on a quest in a way most games don't. We were both inspired to write a good review
immediately after playing (and I'm usually a bum who doesn't bother at all). Highly recommended.. I was interested when I
noticed this game and got it with the monthly bundle. Must say I enjoyed it for 10 mins. Its not thats it not interesting or
anything its just not my style. It neat but not worth 14$.. Can you please tweak the game and at least fix the lag and quality for
laptops such as mine. And also have the settings or the graphics of the game to be better without lag because so far my laptop
can't even handle "Potato Computer."
So please change the game, I mean tweak the game and change the quality and framerate of this game because I love it but the
lag stresses me out.. Game was released with a lot of issues, but they've been pretty quick to apply updates to help fix them.
Really if you like hockey and sports management games you'll be hooked and spend 100s of hours playing it. If you're into that
kind of thing I highly recommend it.. Well...I figured it out...if you want to know what the answer is my Discord is #4547

Please contact me. We need more to know the truth. DEJA VU REMASTERED PLEASE
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